### Collocates

**NOUN**

1. **POWER**
   - FREQ: 3932
2. **SPECIES**
   - FREQ: 1487
3. **ANIMAL**
   - FREQ: 1280
4. **TREATMENT**
   - FREQ: 889
5. **LIFE**
   - FREQ: 874
6. **WATER**
   - FREQ: 710
7. **GROWTH**
   - FREQ: 666
8. **SEEDS**
   - FREQ: 554

### KWIC

- **WEB** - 2012 - tyfile.blogs.cnn.com
  - doesn't matter who wins because both candidates are going to end up going the same thing. Odds at Intrade have spiked up

- **FIC** - 1993 - Ploughshares
  - n't fall on the good notepaper... I wonder what you ended up going with.

- **NEWS** - 1997 - Houston
  - platforms in the Gulf of Mexico. It's where all the helicopter jobs are.

- **BLOG** - 2012 - thedailytribe.com
  - to. Because I crave food less on paleo, I ended up eating at frequent times, sometimes going all day without

- **BLOG** - 2012 - pjmedia.com
  - and go after iron and start a world war that will ended up eliminating the feel...

- **MAG** - 1996 - Newsweek
  - unacceptable. # I'm not sure what message the management ended up extracting from my speech, but I am sure that the

- **WEB** - 2012 - utne.com
  - he finds out that they have a son together, they ended up falling back in love and end up together. Can anyone

- **BLOG** - 2012 - londonblog.today.com
  - be able to hit both of my vaults, but I ended up failing in my second one. I was just disappointed in

- **MAG** - 2008 - Backpacker
  - "If that happens," says Bond, "you... you... ending up fangirling a lot more quickly, which can increase the risk

- **WEB** - 2012 - amazon.com
  - Felt Good to Burn", "which in a certain way ended up feeling like the songs by Bob Dylan being covered by the Flaming